in the form of RNA sequencing has been generated for many livestock species and 45 also represents a source of mutational information. However, there is little 46 information on the accuracy of using this data for the identification of SNVs. We 47 generated a bovine exome capture design and used it to sequence and call 48 mutations from a lactating dairy cow model genetically divergent for fertility (Fert+, 49 n=8; n=8). We compared mutations called from liver and muscle 50 transcriptomes from the same animals. Our exome capture demonstrated 99.1% 51 coverage of the exome design of 56.7MB, whereas transcriptomes covered 55 and 52 46.5% of the exome, or 24.4 and 20.7MB, in liver and muscle respectively after 53 filtering. We found that specificity of SNVs in the transcriptome data is 54 approximately 75% following basic hard-filtering, and could be increased to above 55 80% by increasing the minimum threshold of reads covering SNVs, but this effect 56 was negated in more highly covered SNVs. RNA-DNA differences, SNVs found in 57 transcriptome but not exome, were discovered and shown to have significantly 58 increased levels of transition mutations in both tissues. Functional annotation of 59 non-synonymous SNVs specific to the high and low fertility phenotypes identified 60 immune response-related genes, supporting previous work that has identified 61 differential expression in the same genes. Publically available RNAseq data may be 62 analysed in a similar way to further increase the utility of this resource. 
Running Title: SNVs in WES vs RNASeq in Dairy Cows 21 22
Summary: The exome and transcriptome both relate to the same protein-coding 23 regions of the genome. There has been sparse research on characterising mutations 24 in RNA and DNA within the same individuals. Here we characterise the similarities in 25 our Holstein dairy cow animal model. We offer practical and biological results 26 indicating that RNA sequencing is a useful proxy of exome sequencing, itself shown 27 to be applicable to this livestock species using a previously untested commercial 28 application. This potentially unlocks public RNA sequencing data for further analysis, 29 also indicating that RNA-DNA differences may associate with transcriptomic 30 divergence. 31
Introduction 65
Whole exome sequencing (WES) is a method used to capture DNA that representsdifferent coverage profiles than WES. For instance, we observed approximately 30% 160 of transcriptome reads in both tissues were aligned to regions with a depth of 100x 161 or more, while only ~1% of the reads from the exome data aligned to such highly 162 covered regions (Figure 1 ). While SNVs with lower levels of coverage may be missed 163 in transcriptomes due to the reduced regions covered that we report, there is likely 164 to be an increase in support for SNVs in regions that have a higher depth of 165 coverage. Because of this, a strategy increasing the minimum coverage threshold for 166 SNV discovery in RNAseq data may be prudent. 167
Sequencing metrics are given in Table 1 . Per animal, WES had coverage of 168 97.1 -97.6% on-target when compared to the exome capture design, and the 169 combined WES data covered 99.1% of the target design. While this difference 170 between individuals is of interest and may simply reflect the random nature of the 171 exome enrichment process, overall less than one percent of the target design could 172 not be captured/sequenced per sample. Increased sequencing levels might 173 potentially be able to 'fill in' those regions missed in individual WES based on being 174 found in other individuals if the design was to be used again. The exome capture 175 design can be refined, with more probes added for regions found to be less well 176 covered. The proportion of bases across the exome capture design available for SNV 177 calling for reads passing HaplotypeCaller filtering were 85.4 -90.6% for individuals 178 and 94.2% for the combined data. This equates to 48,397,629 -51,344,557 bp in 179 individual exomes, and a total of 53,384,739 bp in the combined data. 180
Liver and muscle transcriptome designs covered 44,842,138 and 44,506,796 181 bp of the bovine genome respectively. This equated to 96.8% of the annotated 182 exonic regions of the UMD 3.1 genome annotation in each transcriptome design, and78.5% of the exome capture design. We therefore concluded that the component of 184 the exome design missing from transcriptomes largely came from the 100bp 5' UTR 185 of each exon, which amounted to over 22. 7MB (Figure  249 4). However, increasing the minimum read depth supporting the SNV from 8 to 15 250 reads in 4 or more samples increased the specificity to almost 85%. However, after 251 this initial increase in specificity at lower coverage we encountered a decline and 252 plateau between 75 -80% thereafter (Figure 4 ). We interpret this as resulting from a 253 greater proportion of FP SNVs being called in the most highly expressed genes, andtherefore at higher coverage. This may have occurred with a higher number of 255 aligned reads resulting in a greater chance of observing an artefactual mutation. 256 Therefore, whilst GATK uses a maximum allowed coverage for calling mutations, a 257 further strategy that normalises or down-samples the most highly expressed genes 258 in RNAseq data may be prudent prior to variant calling. 259
Overall, 9,937 and 7,650 FP SNVs in liver and muscle were also annotated in 260 dbSNP, indicating that they have been independently observed in other studies of 261 cows. We investigated why we had only observed these SNVs in the transcriptomes. 262 
respectively. 275
The transition/transversion ratio (Ts/Tv) of true positives (SNVs found in WES 276 and transcriptome; TPs) and RDDs for each tissue is shown in Table S1 . In WES, Ts/Tv 277 is expected to be ~3 (Marth et al. 2011) and we have found a range from 2.63 to 3.57depending on the SNV set analysed (Table S1) Fert-overlapping the DE gene sets than was found in WES, with 15 in each (5% and 295 6% respectively). In muscle this trend was reversed, and proportionally more NS 296
RDDs in DE genes were found unique to Fert+ or Fert-than in WES, with 22 and 20 297 (9.1% and 8.4%) respectively. In TPs, there was divergence across these proportions, 298 with 47 each in liver (8.1% and 8.7%), and 38 and 41 in muscle (6.3% and 9.5%) for 299
Fert+ and Fert-respectively. All NS SNVs in liver and muscle RDDs and WES, 300 categorized unique to phenotype, are available in Supplementary Table S2 . 301
Several of the DE genes with RDDs are of relevance to the phenotype, 302 including the bovine leukocyte antigen (BOLA) super-family of genes. Major 303 histocompatability (MHC) genes have been shown to contain increased levels of 304 mutations, a well-studied phenomenon in humans (Penn et al. 2002) . Our 305 identification of mutations in BOLA genes found uniquely in RNAseq data raises 306 some interesting questions. In liver, Fert-cows had three unique NS SNVs in BOLA, 307
and also one in BOLA-DRA, both of which were found to be more highly expressed in 308
Fert-cows in liver in our previous study (Moran et al 2016) . Fert+ cows had one 309 BOLA and two BOLA-NC NS SNVs. Muscle transcriptome showed the same effect, 310
with four NS SNVs in BOLA and one in BOLA-NC in Fert-; two were found in BOLA in 311
Fert+, and one in BOLA-NC in Fert+. In WES there were higher numbers, which was 312 expected given the higher quality of the data. BOLA contained 8 and 15 NS SNPs in 313
Fert+ and Fert-respectively. Interestingly BOLA-DQA5 had one NS SNV in Fert-, but 314 none in Fert+, whereas the MHC-related JSP.1 gene was found with 20 NS SNVs in 315
Fert+ cows, but only one in Fert-. We have found this gene up-regulated at all but 316 one of six time-points. This is an indication of the potential of investigating RDDs to 317 determine their influence on gene expression. 318
319

Conclusions 320
We have presented the first full characterisation of a bovine whole exome 321 sequencing experiment, with the added benefit of using both a novel exome- for generation of WES data based on Ensembl annotation, with very high on-target 327 call rates. Unsurprisingly, we have found that SNV calling in WES data is more 328 informative than using RNAseq data for the same purpose. However, we do not feel 329 that this should exclude use of RNAseq from SNV calling. Indeed, WES exists to both 330 reduce costs of DNA sequencing versus whole genome sequencing, but also because 331 mutations in protein-coding regionsa re expected to be of greater consequence. To 332 this end, RNAseq-called SNVs will inevitably be of value as these genes are by 333 definition expressed. We have shown that some basic steps can be taken to make 334 SNV calling in RNAseq more reliable and we hope these are of interest and might be 335 adopted by others. 336
Using both data types we have identified a large number of RDDs per 337 transcriptome which significantly deviate in Ts/Tv from our TP SNVs found in both 338
WES and transcriptome. This shows that the results of SNV discovery using RNA 339 sequencing are not identical to WES, and researchers should be aware of this if 340 calling variants without concordant DNA sequencing. However, the ability of 341 transcriptome-defined SNVs to distinguish sireage suggests that taking a 342 conservative approach with SNV analysis resulting from RNAseq can yield biologically 343 relevant and accurate results, and opens up the possibility of mining the vast amount 344 of transcriptomic data available for non-model organisms. 345
We have also shown that large regions of the transcriptome may not be 346 suitable for variant calling due to low levels of reads passing filters in the gold-347 standard GATK pipeline. We recommend particular attention be paid to this when 348 using RNAseq data for variant calling. Our key finding that about 20% of SNVspassing all filters were false positives requires further validation. Whilst there is the 350 intriguing prospect of those SNVs being due to processes such as RNA editing or 351 other modifications, there is also the prospect that they are due to GC bias, 352 sequencing errors or because of the evolutionary history of the genes involved. We 353 stress that whilst the finding of these SNVs is an interesting discussion Total RNA was extracted using a standard Trizol-based method. The tissue 387 sample was weighed and 100 mg cut and homogenized in 3 ml TRI Reagent (Sigma-388 Aldrich, Dublin) until fully homogenized using a hand-held device. The homogenate 389 was removed to sterile Eppendorf tubes (Eppendorf, UK) and incubated at room 390 temperature (RT) for 5 min; samples were centrifuged at 12,000 × g for 10 min at 391 4°C, and the supernatant was removed to new sterile tubes. Chloroform was added 392 at 0.2x the volume of homogenate and incubated at RT for 3 min and samples were 393 centrifuged at 12,000 × g for 10 min at 4°C. Isopropanol was added at 0.6 times the 394 volume of supernatant, vortexed and centrifuged at 12,000 × g for 10 min at 4 °C to 395 pellet the RNA. The supernatant was discarded, the pellet was washed twice in 99% 396 ethanol (Sigma-Aldrich, Dublin), and centrifuged at 7,500 × g for 5 min at 4°C. TheRNA was re-suspended in 50 μl nuclease-free water (Sigma-Aldrich, Dublin). A kit 398 based protocol (RNeasy Plus; Qiagen, UK) was used to clean the total RNA, removing 399 the fraction below 200 bp and any genomic DNA. RNA quality was assessed using the 400
Bioanalyser 2100 (Agilent Technologies, UK) with the RNA Nano chip. We used the Roche Nimblegen SeqCap EZ Developer kit to perform the experiment 414 and this was, to our knowledge, the first study using this method on the bovine 415 genome. This method requires a user-generated exome sequence from which 416 probes are made; we used the exome regions from the UMD. We eluted in 50ul of DNA Elution Buffer and proceeded to the Zymo Genomic DNA 430
Clean and Concentrator
TM to clean and concentrate the gDNA. We used an input of 431 25ul and output of 10ul. This gDNA was sent to a core facility, which conducted the 432 library preparation, hybridisation with exome capture kit and sequencing on 3 lanes 433 of HiSeq 2000. Our strategy for hybridisation and sequencing was to make one single 434 equimolar pool of all 16 gDNA libraries, each having different adapter barcodes to 435 allow us to de-multiplex sequence data into the correct sample for analysis. We then 436 split the pool in four parts and performed hybridisation captures on each part using 437 2x capture reagents, resulting in 1x capture for every 2 samples. All captures were 438 then re-pooled and then split into three parts for sequencing on three HiSeq lanes. 439
We used pooling strategies to attempt to reduce variation in hybridisation, and 440 because we were ultimately pooling the captured libraries to sequence over three 441 lanes. Thus, the first pooling of library ensured the samples were well mixed prior to 442 capture, and then the capture was well mixed to give as even a distribution of 443 sample to lanes, and previously sample to capture reagents, as possible. Exome data 444 are available in the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) at accession ID 62160.
Sequence Alignment 447
WES data were aligned with BWA using the 'sampe' algorithm (Li and Durbin 2009) . 448
Resulting SAM files were sorted, duplicates removed and read groups added using 449
Picard Tools (available from: www.picard.sourceforge.net). Pre-and post-duplicate 450 removal statistics were generated for SAM files using Samtools Flagstat (Li et al. 451 2009) to determine numbers of reads properly paired and aligned. SAM files were 452 converted to BAM files using Samtools View which were subsequently used for 453 variant calling. 454
Transcriptome data were aligned using STAR aligner (Dobin et al. 2012 ) with a 455 'two-pass' strategy for novel splice junction annotation. The aligner was first run 456 using the same gene transfer format (GTF) file that was used in designing the exome 457 from which canonical splice junction boundaries could be determined. This 458 preliminary run resulted in a splice junction database per sample; we collected all 459 such splice junction databases, removed junctions which had less than 20 460 occurrences, and used that set of junctions for our 'second-pass' alignment, instead 461 of the GTF file. We then sorted, removed duplicates and added read groups with 462
Picard Tools, generating pre-and post-duplicate removed SAM file statistics using 463 Samtools Flagstat. SAM files were once again converted to BAM files using Samtools 464
View and we proceeded to variant calling. 
Hard-filtering of SNVs 518
We had no genotype data from other sources (e.g. whole genome sequence or SNV 519 array) for the animals used in this study and so it was not possible to conduct variant 520 quality score recalibration (VQSR) in GATK. We therefore conducted a series of 521 filtering steps on our variant call files to retain data in which we had higher 522 confidence. We required each SNV to have at least one alternate allele in at least 523 one sample with greater than 7 reads supporting the alternate allele. If the sample 524 was heterozygous the alternate allele also had to be represented by at least 25% of 525 the reads covering the position as well as having at least 7 reads supporting the 526 alternate allele. To test if filtering affected the specificity analysis we increased the 527 hard-filtering thresholds, requiring the SNV to be found in at least 4 different 528 samples, and at depth of at least 15 reads. represents intervals which pass all the filters for quality which were applied. We 536 merged the intervals not passing filters into BED format and took total bases divided 537 by total size of the exome design to get a percentage of the total target design in 538 which SNVs were not callable. Because transcriptomes were inherently smaller than 539 the entire exome design we used two transcriptome designs, as well as the exome 540 design as above, to get percentage of callable regions per each transcriptome.
542
Coverage Analysis 543
We used Bedtools genomecov (Quinlan and Hall 2010) to determine coverage across 544 the genome of each of the realigned, recalibrated BAM files, with output in BED 545
format. BED files contained a chromosomal interval between which reads in the 546 BAM were mapped, as well as holding information on the number of reads 547 supporting that interval. Bedtools intersect was used to determine intervals that 548
were common between individual BED files. For exomic BED files, we intersected the 549 individual BED files with our exome design to determine how well the exome capture 550 process had worked, i.e. how much of the entire exome was covered by at least one 551 sequencing read. We also used transcriptome BED files to determine how well 552 transcriptome intersected the exome design. We combined all WES and 553 transcriptome BED files, merged using Bedtools merge to join overlapping regions, which genes variants could be called based on passing filters. This gave a distribution 563 of FPKM prior to and following filtering using the preliminary 'single alternate allele' 564 and removal of systematic biases, after our hard-filtering, and after the 565
HaplotypeCaller 'PASS' filtering. 566
We also used BED files coverage information to determine the proportion of 567 coverage at depth. We summed all depths (giving the total number of reads covering 568 the transcriptome) and then sequentially took the reads at the next depth minus the 569 reads at the last depth from the total to show what proportion of reads was left at 570 that particular depth. For example for each depth within the window 1 -10X having 571 5 occurrences in the BED we have 50 total reads (proportion is 50/50 = 1). Taking 572 away depth=1x leaves 45 reads at depth=2x (proportion of 45/50 = 0.9) and so on. 573 574
Multi-Dimensional Scaling Plot of Combined Exome and Transcriptomes 575
We created a combined VCF containing all SNV data following filtering from WES and 576 both transcriptomes. Where an SNV was found in only one or two datasets, the 577 remaining set(s) had missing values inserted. Because the exome and two 578 transcriptome sets came from the same animals, we visualised the identity-by-state 579 of the animals with the combined VCF. We used PLINK 1.9 (PLINK v1.90b2a) multi-580 dimensional scaling (MDS) from the cluster method. We plotted the first two 581 dimensions using R statistical software (R Development Core Team 2012) and as all 582 cows except two had shared sireage with one other cow in the study, we 583 superimposed this information onto the plot. 584 585
Specificity and Transition/Transversion Analysis 586
We determined what overlap occurred between WES and transcriptomes by 587 specificity analysis. In this context, we defined specificity as the proportion of allSNVs detected that are true positives (Cirulli et al. 2010) . For this purpose SNVs were 589 categorised as true positive (TP) when the SNV was found in both WES and 590 transcriptome VCFs; false positive (FP) when an SNV was found in transcriptome but 591 not in WES; false negative (FN) when an SNV was found in WES and not in 592 transcriptome. We used an in-house Perl script available at from the authors on 593 request) to parse the WES VCF along with one of the transcriptomes' VCF, reporting 594 back the TP, FP and FN values per mean depth (i.e. average coverage of the SNV in 595 all samples in which it was found) and also the specificity, which was calculated as 596 TP/(TP+FP). Our script also produced a new VCF in which each SNV was tagged as 597 either TP, FP or FN for use in downstream analyses. 598
599
Detection of RNA-DNA differences 600
It was expected that WES data should inherently contain more SNVs due to a greater 601 coverage and range than RNAseq data. We also investigated those SNVs found in 602 RNAseq but not WES. A variety of possible factors influenced calling these FP SNVs 603 and so we removed SNVs called as FP when (i) the FP SNP was found in a region not 604 passing HaplotypeCaller filters in WES, and therefore lacking coverage to be sure the 605 SNV was not found in WES, and (ii) when the SNV was different from the reference in 606 the bovine genome but was found fixed in our data. We refer to the remaining FP 607
SNVs as 'RNA-DNA differences' (RDDs), as coined previously (Li et al. 2011) . To filter 608
RDDs we used methods based on further work arising in the field (Pickrell et al. used to determine if RDDs were due to sequencing-related factors: (i) RDD was at 611 the extremity of reads supporting it; to resolve this we took all reads in BAMsupporting RDDs at the sample level and if all were within 5 bp of either end of the 613 reads, we removed them; (ii) if the RDD was within 5 bp of any splice junction from 614 our database created in STAR, we removed them; (iii) if the RDD was within 5 bp of 615 any other RDD, we removed them both due to potential indel or other variants 616 causing the SNV. 617
Finally, to address differences between TP and RDD in each transcriptome, 618
we investigated absolute and proportional occurrence of each type of mutation, i.e. 619 G>A or C>G etc. As our transcriptome data was not strand-specific, we could not be 620 certain of the direction of the mutation, and therefore grouped reciprocal mutations 621
i.e G>A and T>C, together. Finally to investigate the properties of RDDs we calculated 622 transition/transversion ratio (Ts/Tv) using total numbers of each reciprocal mutation 623 catagory and tested whether the difference in the Ts/Tv ratios in RDDs was 624 significantly different to that from the TP dataset using a Chi Squared test (p<0.05). 625
626
Functional Annotation of SNVs 627
The cows sequenced were part of a model of fertility. Therefore, it was of interest to 628 identify SNVs found divergent between the two phenotypes (Fert+ and Fert-). We 629 analysed WES, TPs and RDDs individually for each phenotype. Using snpEff (Cingolani 630 et al. 2012) we annotated all SNVs and identified those that were non-synonymous 631 (NS). Due to their potential to cause differences in the structure and functions of a 632 gene, we limited our functional annotation to this set of NS SNVs. We also identified 633 those NS SNVs that were unique to one phenotype or the other in each of WES, TPs 634
and RDDs. Finally, we compared these to the sets of genes found to be differentially 635 expressed in the RNAseq analysis from which the transcriptomes were derived.
